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A Handbook of International Peacebuilding

2002-10-10

the editors john paul lederach and janice moomaw jenner have gathered a
stellar panel of seasoned experts who illustrate how to approach
international peacebuilding with effective actions and approaches gained
through experience that will contribute ultimately to a more positive
outcome

International Peacebuilding

2015-12-14

international peacebuilding offers a concise practical and accessible
introduction to the growing field of peacebuilding for students and
practitioners this new textbook comprises three parts each dealing with a
key aspect of peacebuilding part i defines the core concepts and
theoretical discussions that provide the philosophical grounds for
contemporary peacebuilding activities part ii divides the procedures of
peacebuilding into three phases and examines some of the important
features of each phase part iii examines the key areas of the practice of
peacebuilding the volume approaches peacebuilding from the viewpoints of
individual actors or institutions introducing a range of theoretical
discussions with which students can critically examine contemporary
peacebuilding practice as well as presenting detailed case studies for
key issues highlighted in the text in doing so the book aims to provide
more concrete ideas on how peacebuilding programmes are planned and
implemented in the field and which major issues should be addressed by
peacebuilding practitioners this book will be essential reading for all
students of peacebuilding conflict transformation and post conflict
reconstruction and recommended reading for students of international
organisations international security and ir in general

Peacebuilding in the United Nations

2019-05-06

this book traces the trajectory and different meanings of the concept of
peacebuilding in the united nations since the early 1990s it analyses how
that concept gained life in a particular context and the implications of
this process for the organisation s support to societies affected by
armed conflict in general and for peace operations in particular
departing from tenets about the influence of ideas in world politics and
engaging with the critique of the liberal peace scholarship the book
provides a theoretically informed narrative of how peacebuilding acquired
different meanings while remaining largely motivated justified
legitimated and informed by a proactive and top down agenda of promoting
liberal democratic institutions norms and values as a remedy to the



challenges faced by societies affected by armed conflict the book will
appeal to scholars policymakers and practitioners in peacebuilding and
post conflict development

The Interaction Between Local and International
Peacebuilding Actors

2017-12-22

this book helps to better understand how the interaction between local
and international peacebuilding actors influences the outcomes of their
programs based on the case study of ituri in the democratic republic of
congo it analyses the relationships between local and international
peacebuilding actors over the long term and assesses ways to overcome the
obstacles to more cooperative partnerships focusing on perceptions the
book nuances existing definitions of war peacebuilding and peace and
allows for a more comprehensive understanding of conflict contexts
thereby it contributes to the literature on peacebuilding effectiveness
and makes concrete suggestions for translating these findings into
practice

Faith-based NGOs and International Peacebuilding

2001

efforts by international organizations to integrate or mainstream
peacebuilding across the diverse spectrum of humanitarian and development
work has tended to be opportunistic and ad hoc this paper seeks to
clarify key terms explore organizational frameworks and initiatives
provide some practical guidance and list references or links to both
thematic and procedural sources

Integrating Peacebuilding Into Humanitarian and
Development Programming

2010-10-05

this edited volume empirically examines key theoretical and practical
issues relevant to the promotion of local ownership in contemporary
international peacebuilding this book attempts to provide comprehensive
understanding of the issue of local ownership in international
peacebuilding by providing an empirical analysis of nine case studies the
volume aims to supplement contemporary academic discussions on local
ownership which have thus far mainly focused on its normative or
theoretical dimensions the case studies included here examine the peace
operations in a wide range of countries afghanistan bosnia herzegovina
cambodia cyprus kenya uganda sierra leone south sudan and sri lanka the
book seeks to address the weaknesses of conventional studies by empirical



review of the achievements and limitations of previous attempts to
promote local ownership examination of the key concepts of local
ownership and analysis of structural and practical challenges the volume
concludes by presenting practical proposals for addressing the
limitations of contemporary local ownership promotion through these means
the book aims to explore a key research question from both theoretical
and empirical perspectives how can international peacebuilding facilitate
effective active local community participation this volume will be of
much interest to students of peacebuilding development studies global
governance peace and conflict studies security studies and ir

Local Ownership in International Peacebuilding

2015-04-24

using the case studies of afghanistan iraq bosnia lebanon and northern
ireland this book dissects internationally supported peace interventions
looking at issues of security statebuilding civil society and economic
and constitutional reform it proposes using the concept of hybridity to
understand the dynamics of societies in transition

International Peacebuilding and Local Resistance

2011-05-26

integrated peacebuilding addresses the importance of weaving
peacebuilding methods into diverse sectors including development
humanitarian assistance gender business media health and the environment
areas where such work is needed the most incorporating peacebuilding
approaches in these fields is critical for transforming today s
protracted conflicts into tomorrow s sustainable peace covering both
theory and practice dr zelizer and his team of leading academics and
practitioners present original essays discussing the infrastructure of
the peacebuilding field outlining key actors donors and underlying
motivations as well as the ethical dilemmas created by modern conflict
exploring both the challenges and lessons to be found in this emerging
field integrated peacebuilding is perfect for courses on peacebuilding
conflict resolution international development and related fields

Integrated Peacebuilding

2018-04-19

contemporary practices of international peacebuilding and post conflict
reconstruction are often unsatisfactory there is now a growing awareness
of the significance of local governments and local communitites as an
intergrated part of peacebuilding in order to improve quality and enhance
precision of interventions in spite of this the local is rarely a key
factor in peacebuilding hence everyday peace is hardly achieved the aim



of this volume is threefold firstly it illuminates the substantial
reasons for working with a more localised approach in politically
volatile contexts secondly it consolidates a growing debate on the
significance of the local in these contexts thirdly it problematizes the
often too swiftly used concept the local and critically discuss to what
extent it is at all feasible to integrate this into macro oriented and
securitized contexts this is a unique volume tackling the local turn of
peacebuilding in a comprehensive and critical way this book was published
as a special issue of third world quarterly

The 'Local Turn' in Peacebuilding

2018-10-11

international peacebuilding offers a concise practical and accessible
introduction to the growing field of peacebuilding for students and
practitioners this new textbook comprises three parts each dealing with a
key aspect of peacebuilding part i defines the core concepts and
theoretical discussions that provide the philosophical grounds for
contemporary peacebuilding activities part ii divides the procedures of
peacebuilding into three phases and examines some of the important
features of each phase part iii examines the key areas of the practice of
peacebuilding the volume approaches peacebuilding from the viewpoints of
individual actors or institutions introducing a range of theoretical
discussions with which students can critically examine contemporary
peacebuilding practice as well as presenting detailed case studies for
key issues highlighted in the text in doing so the book aims to provide
more concrete ideas on how peacebuilding programmes are planned and
implemented in the field and which major issues should be addressed by
peacebuilding practitioners this book will be essential reading for all
students of peacebuilding conflict transformation and post conflict
reconstruction and recommended reading for students of international
organisations international security and ir in general

International Peacebuilding

2015-12-14

water is a simple but necessary part of life yet much of the world s
population lacks adequate clean water either because of physical scarcity
or because they are denied equitable access to water resources such
conditions inevitably breed conflict water related violence is common in
many parts of the world and is generally expected to increase in the
years ahead this document is intended to assist water development
practitioners civil society peacebuilders and human rights advocates
seeking to integrate water and peacebuilding in their work the purpose is
twofold to furnish a conceptual framework for understanding problems of
scarcity and equity and to provide practical guidance and tools for
action the text distills an extensive literature on water conflict and
cooperation produced in recent years by researchers and development



practitioners case studies and reflections are included to keep theory
grounded in reality

Water and Conflict: Incorporating Peacebuilding
Into Water Development

2009-08-14

this book interrogates the common perception that liberal peace is in
crisis and explores the question can the local turn save liberal
peacebuilding presenting a case for a liberal renaissance in
peacebuilding the work interrogates the assumptions behind the popular
perception that liberal peace is in crisis it re examines three of the
cases igniting the debate cambodia kosovo and timor leste and evaluates
how these transitional administrations implemented their liberal mandates
and how local involvement affected the conduct of their activities in so
doing it reveals that these cases were neither liberal nor peacebuilding
it also demonstrates that while local involvement is imperative to
peacebuilding illiberal local involvement restores an elite centred
status quo and reinforces or creates new forms of conflict and violence
using both liberal and critical lenses the author ultimately argues that
the conceptual and operational departure from the holistic and
comprehensive origins of liberal peacebuilding in fact paved the way for
the liberal peace crisis itself drawing on analysis from in depth field
research and interviews this book will be of much interest to students of
peacebuilding peacekeeping statebuilding security studies and
international relations in general

International Peacebuilding and Local
Involvement

2019-05-01

this book provides a range of unique insights into the issues surrounding
peacebuilding delivered by major international figures with direct
experience in this area at the highest level including bertie ahern kofi
annan and bill and hillary clinton based on a series of lectures on the
theme of peacekeeping and peacebuilding in the contemporary world each
lecture is presented here with an introduction placing it in its proper
context within the discourse on peacemaking edited and introduced by
nobel laureate john hume this volume makes an invaluable contribution to
the study of peace and conflict studies international history
international relations and international politics

Peacemaking in the Twenty-First Century

2013-10-08



essay from the year 2008 in the subject politics international politics
topic peace and conflict studies security university of birmingham
international development department school of public policy course
conflict humanitarian aid and social reconstruction language english
abstract this paper illustrates the meaning of peacebuilding as a
comprehensive sustainable process that aims at resolving the conflicts
which spread widely in the post cold war era within different nations and
among them peacebuilding as a sustainable process requires the
intervention of different actors at the local national and international
levels and requires the cooperation between them to coordinate their
roles in the post conflict situation this paper also discusses
specifically the role of ngos as one of these important actors in the
international community and the different actions that carried out by
them that help in providing a healthy environment for sustaining peace
and development at the same time however linking peace with aid by ngos
in most of the cases added more damage in the targeted post conflict
countries instead of depleting it discussed within are the challenges
that have been met by different ngos at different levels when trying to
incorporate peacebuilding into development and while intervening in the
field

Peacebuilding in application of the work of NGOs
in conflict areas

2010-10-12

peacebuilding is explained by combining interpretive frameworks paradigms
that have evolved from the subfields of international relations and
comparative politics

Peacebuilding Paradigms

2020-12-17

why do international peacebuilding organizations sometimes succeed and
sometimes fail even within the same country bridging the gaps between the
peacekeeping peacebuilding and global governance scholarship this book
argues that international peacebuilding organizations repeatedly fail
because they are accountable to global actors not to local institutions
or people international peacebuilding organizations can succeed only when
country based staff bypass existing accountability structures and empower
local stakeholders to hold their global organizations accountable for
achieving local level peacebuilding outcomes in other words the
innovative if seemingly wayward actions of individual country office
staff are necessary to improve peacebuilding performance using in depth
studies of organizations operating in burundi over a fifteen year period
combined with fieldwork in the democratic republic of the congo nepal
south sudan and sudan this book will be of interest to scholars and
students of international relations african studies and peace and



conflict studies as well as policymakers

Global Governance and Local Peace

2019-05-23

attentive to intersecting issues of colonialism political marginalization
and ethnic diversity this book examines the crucial role that local
actors play in working towards sustainable peace in mindanao philippines
interviewees include both those involved in the formal peace process
between the bangsamoro people and the government of the philippines as
well as those who have worked more broadly in building a local culture of
peace through activities such as education dialogues awareness building
or social reconciliation this book provides provocative insights for
multidimensional peacebuilding strategies in conflict impacted
communities regions and nations

Multidimensional Peacebuilding

2021-01-15

this new routledge handbook offers a comprehensive state of the art
overview of the meanings and uses of the term peacebuilding and presents
cutting edge debates on the practices conducted in the name of
peacebuilding the term peacebuilding has had remarkable staying power
other terms such as conflict resolution have waned in popularity while
the acceptance and use of the term peacebuilding has grown to the extent
that it is the hegemonic and over arching term for many forms of
mediation reconciliation and strategies to induce peace despite this
however it is rarely defined and often used to mean different things to
different audiences routledge handbook of peacebuilding aims to be a one
stop comprehensive resource on the literature and practices of
contemporary peacebuilding the book is organised into six key sections
section 1 reading peacebuilding section 2 approaches and cross cutting
themes section 3 disciplinary approaches to peacebuilding section 4
violence and security section 5 everyday living and peacebuilding section
6 the infrastructure of peacebuilding this new handbook will be essential
reading for students of peacebuilding mediation and post conflict
reconstruction and of great interest to students of statebuilding
intervention civil wars conflict resolution war and conflict studies and
ir in general

Routledge Handbook of Peacebuilding

2013-02-15

this book examines a new type of state formation evoked by the rise of
transnational rule what schia calls franchised states drawing on
anthropological studying through fieldwork within the un organization he



demonstrates how peacebuilding activities turned liberia into an object
of governing whereby the un in seeking to build the state also became the
state the sovereign state of liberia here emerges as a franchise rather
than a self contained entity two implications follow first that
international peacebuilding turns post conflict countries into clients of
the international community second that sovereignty is no longer
exclusively associated with the state it is organized in and through
specific practices of governing where a state actor is only one among a
range of actors with these findings the book moves beyond previous work
on peacebuilding by focusing on the unbundling of sovereignty it
contributes to the literature on the changing forms of sovereignty by
showing the specific ways in which sovereignty is organized packaged and
enacted often by actors working under international auspices this book
will be of interest to practitioners and students interested in
international organizations international relations the study of
international practices un and peacebuilding

Franchised States and the Bureaucracy of Peace

2018-06-23

as this latest volume in the peace policy series shows sports can be an
effective mechanism for peacebuilding especially when incorporated into
conflict resolution programs such programs have been designed to bring
children together in post conflict situations with an ultimate goal of
reducing future violence in examining such programs the volume s
contributors ask key questions what are the programs achieving and how
are they measuring success although such programs have by and large been
successful some issues need to be addressed if these programs are to hone
their effectiveness among the questions explored in the volume are
various aspects of culture and how they can help shape sports programs
the role of a coach in creating a culture of peace and how this culture
can fit into a peacebuilding process contributors also examine the role
of sports in trauma relief programs in rwanda the role of universities in
sports and the role of sports in the demilitarization of child soldiers
the last three contributors tackle some of the legitimate concerns raised
about using sports for peacebuilding such as sports being competitive
violent and focused on winning contributors look carefully at these and
other issues that have arisen in sports as a tool of conflict resolution
discuss why they have become concerns and consider some possible ways to
deal with these concerns in the future

Sports, Peacebuilding and Ethics

2017-07-05

this fully updated third edition of contemporary peacemaking is a state
of the art overview of peacemaking in relation to contemporary civil wars
it examines best and worst practice in relation to peace processes and
peace accords the contributing authors are a mix of leading academics and



practitioners with expert knowledge of a wide arrays of cases and
techniques the book provides a mix of theory and concept building along
with insights into ongoing cases of peace processes and post accord
peacebuilding the chapters make clear that peacemaking is a dynamic field
with new practices in peacemaking techniques changes to the international
peace support architecture and greater awareness of key issues such as
gender and development after peace accords the book is mindful of the
intersection between top down and bottom up approaches to peace and how
formal and institutionalized peace accords need to be lived and enacted
by communities on the ground

Contemporary Peacemaking

2022-02-17

the asian yearbook of international law is a major refereed publication
dedicated to international law issues as seen primarily from an asian
perspective this is the first publication of its kind edited by a team of
leading international law scholars from across asia the asian yearbook of
international law provides a forum for the publication of articles in the
field of international law and other asian international law topics
written by experts from the region and elsewhere its aim is twofold to
promote international law in asia and to provide an intellectual platform
for the discussion and dissemination of asian views and practices on
contemporary international legal issues as a rule each volume of the
asian yearbook normally contains articles notes a section on state
practice an overview of the participation of asian countries in
multilateral treaties a chronicle of events and incidents surveys of the
activities of international organizations which have special relevance to
asia such as a survey of the activities of the asian african legal
consultative committee and book review bibliography and documents
sections

Asian Yearbook of International Law, Volume 9
(2000)

2004-09-01

the quality of the peace arrived at via liberal peacebuilding approaches
has been poor the related statebuilding praxis has generally been unable
to respond to its critics what is at stake is a recognition of
peacebuilding s everyday political social economic and cultural dynamics
this indicates the emergence of a post liberal form of peace

Palgrave Advances in Peacebuilding

2010-01-20

post conflict peacebuilding comes at a critical time for post conflict



peacebuilding its rapid move towards the top of the international
political agenda has been accompanied by added scrutiny as the
international community seeks to meet the multi dimensional challenges of
building a just and sustainable peace in societies ravaged by war beyond
the strictly operational dimension there is considerable ambiguity in the
concepts and terminology used to discuss post conflict peacebuilding this
ambiguity undermines efforts to agree on common understandings of how
peace can be most effectively built thereby impeding swift coherent
action accordingly this lexicon aims to clarify and illuminate the
multiple facets of post conflict peacebuilding by presenting its major
themes and trends from an analytical perspective to this end the book
opens with a general introduction on the concept of post conflict
peacebuilding followed by twenty six essays on its key elements including
capacity building conflict transformation reconciliation recovery rule of
law security sector reform and transitional justice written by
international experts from a range of disciplines including political
science and international relations international law economics and
sociology these essays cover the whole spectrum of post conflict
peacebuilding in reflecting a diversity of perspectives the lexicon sheds
light on many different challenges associated with post conflict
peacebuilding for each key concept a generic definition is proposed which
is then expanded through discussion of three main areas the meaning and
origin of the concept its content and essential components and its means
of implementation including lessons learned from past practice

Post-Conflict Peacebuilding

2009-03-26

this book focuses for the first time ever on the protection roles of
human rights ngos since the establishment of the united nations and the
adoption of the universal declaration of human rights it also looks at
how ngos are responding to future challenges such as artificial
intelligence robots in armed conflicts digital threats and the protection
of human rights in outer space written by leading ngo human rights
practitioners from different parts of the world it sheds light on the
multiple roles of the leading pillar of the global human rights movement
the non governmental organizations

The Protection Roles of Human Rights NGOs

2022-12-30

student friendly and professor endorsed dynamics of international
relations is an innovative introductory level core text it compares
realist and idealist theories and the paradigm of interdependence against
case studies of recurrent problems why wage war how to make peace how to
transcend conflict when and where to mediate how to increase gdp but also
quality of life and how to organize for peace and promote human rights
against a backdrop of the threat of terrorism clemens clearly



demonstrates both the danger and opportunities inherent in a growing
global interdependence

Dynamics of International Relations

2004

a fundamental challenge plagues the global peacebuilding community how
can technocratic approaches to peacebuilding that are rooted in short
term project based execution of activities further the longer term
transformative outcomes like altering young people s attitudes and
beliefs about peace and violence in response to this global challenge in
peacebuilding legacy sukanya podder analyzes the long term effects of
peacebuilding programmes involving children and young people podder
unpacks the concept of peacebuilding legacy through the lens of time
transformation and intergenerational peace podder also develops unique
qualitative cues for measuring legacy in terms of the institutional
normative and organizational logics if norms resonate strongly with the
local context they are likely to encourage strong retention and
meaningful adoption over time successful institutionalization of project
models through planned handover to successor national organizations or
government departments holds the key to stronger local ownership
organizational learning and reflection can support this process through a
more strategic approach to programming and through post exit studies
regarding attitude change podder found that the media and peace education
projects that targeted individuals ingrained beliefs and values but
overlooked the role of group social norms had only limited persuasive
effects to shift the values practices norms and beliefs of the younger
generation the mindset of the older generation must also be targeted
changes in the legal political economic and other social institutions are
critical for long term and meaningful transformation this requires
adopting an ecological model of peace

Peacebuilding Legacy

2022-09-13

this insightful book focuses on the multifaceted subject of sustainable
religious peacebuilding katrien hertog discusses the ways in which
religious actors can utilize resources to prevent violent conflict from
occurring reduce conflict when it does happen and rebuild bridges between
sides in after conflict has ceased she examines the emergence of the
field of religious peacebuilding developing a conceptual framework that
outlines how aspects of religious organizations can contribute to
effectual peacebuilding and creating a screening model that allows
readers to analyze the resources and obstacles to peacebuilding in depth
using the russia and the orthodox church as a major case study hertog
clearly shows what the concrete resources for peace are how they are
applied what obstacles are hindering their realization and how these
resources can be better utilized and supported this book tackles the



controversial issue of the place of religion and religious organizations
in the peace process while recognizing that no simple answer exists in
solving ethnic religious and tribal conflict hertog presents the ways
religion can be used to create lasting sustainable peace

The Complex Reality of Religious Peacebuilding

2010-08-20

this book presents new theoretical and conceptual perspectives on the
problematique of building just and durable peace linking peace and
justice has sparked lively debates about the dilemmas and trade offs in
several contemporary peace processes despite the fact that justice and
peace are commonly referred to there is surprisingly little research and
few conceptualizations of the interplay between the two this edited
volume is the result of three years of collaborative research and draws
upon insights from such disciplines as peace and conflict international
law political science and international relations it contains policy
relevant knowledge about effective peacebuilding strategies as well as an
in depth analysis of the contemporary peace processes in the middle east
and the western balkans using a variety of theoretical perspectives and
empirical approaches the work makes an original contribution to the
growing literature on peacebuilding this book will be of much interest to
students of peacebuilding peace and conflict studies middle eastern
politics european politics and ir security studies

Rethinking Peacebuilding

2013

this title provides a comprehensive interdisciplinary account of the
scholarship on religion conflict and peacebuilding extending that inquiry
beyond its traditional parameters the volume explores the legacies of
colonialism missionary activism secularism orientalism and liberalism
while featuring case studies from diverse contexts and traditions the
volume is organised thematically

The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict, and
Peacebuilding

2015

genocide results from the culmination of conflicts over identity a group
of people that feels threatened by extinction resorts to genocide as a
pathologically defensive reaction this poses a security dilemma that can
only be broken by quelling the feelings of threat and fear that prompt
mass violence in order to prevent genocide it is essential to understand
the internal dynamics of identity conflict it is also important to
intervene at the early stages of identity conflict the parties involved



require external help to ease tensions in this volume noted thinkers and
practitioners of conflict management who hail from ten different
countries present ideas on how to prevent identity issues from causing
fear and escalating into genocide they focus on measures for handling the
internal dynamics of parties facing identity conflicts as well as
considerations for arranging external assistance contributors address the
problem of outbidders actors whose non conciliatory attitudes put them in
positions of leadership in their identity groups since political
extremism and violence can signal resolve and commitment to a group cause
moderates give way to hardliners spoilers who believe that peace
undermines their interests and power also play a key role in the dynamics
of conflicts careful attention is necessary to select appropriate third
parties who can pull conflicting parties off the course of conflict the
authors discuss the concepts and practices involved in changing
structures and attitudes to ease tensions as well as the measures
interveners must take to work in the midst of conflicting groups

The Slippery Slope to Genocide

2011-05-01

this book critically examines the relationship between protecting human
rights and building peace in post violence societies it explores the
conditions that must be present and strategies that should be adopted for
the former to contribute to the latter the author argues that human
rights can aid peacebuilding efforts by helping victims of past violence
to articulate their grievance and by encouraging the state to respond to
and provide them with a meaningful remedy this usually happens either
through a process of adjudication whereby human rights can offer guidance
to the judiciary as to the best way to address such grievances or through
the passing and implementation of human rights laws and policies that
seek to promote peace however this positive relationship between human
rights and peace is both qualified and context specific through an
interdisciplinary and comparative analysis of four case studies the book
identifies the conditions that can support the effective use of human
rights as peacebuilding tools developing these the book recommends a
series of strategies that peacebuilders should adopt and rely on

Protecting Human Rights and Building Peace in
Post-Violence Societies

2020-02-20

the book makes theoretical and empirical contributions to recent debates
on hybrid forms of peace and post liberal peace in applying concepts of
power hybridity and resistance and providing different kinds of hybridity
and resistance to explore post conflict peacebuilding in sierra leone the
author makes an original contribution to existing literature by providing
various ways in which power can be exercised not just between locals and



internationals but also among locals themselves and the nature of peace
that is produced this volume provides various ways in which hybridity and
resistance can be manifested a more rigorous development of these
concepts not only offers a better understanding of the nature of these
concepts but also helps us to distinguish forms of hybridity and
resistance that are emancipatory or transformatory from those that result
in people accommodating themselves to their situation this book is an
invaluable resource for scholars and students of peacebuilding peace and
conflict studies international relations and african studies and
practitioners of peacebuilding and post conflict reconstruction

Liberal Peace and Post-Conflict Peacebuilding in
Africa

2017-01-27

thinking on development informs and inspires the actions of people
organizations and states in their continuous effort to invent a better
world this volume examines the ideas behind development their origins how
they have changed and spread over time and how they may evolve over the
coming decades it also examines how the real life experiences of
different countries and organizations have been inspired by and
contributed to thinking on development the extent to which development
works depends in part on particular local historical or institutional
contexts general policy prescriptions fail when the necessary conditions
that make them work are either absent ignored or poorly understood there
is a need to grasp how people understand their own development experience
if the countries of the world are varied in every way from their initial
conditions to the degree of their openness to outside money and influence
and success is not centred in any one group it stands to reason that
there cannot be a single recipe for development each chapter provides an
analytical survey of thinking about development that highlights debates
and takes into account critical perspectives it includes contributions
from scholars and practitioners from the global north and the global
south spanning at least two generations and multiple disciplines it will
be a key reference on the concepts and theories of development their
origins evolution and trajectories and act as a resource for scholars
graduate students and practitioners

International Development

2014-02-27

this series of four volumes honors the lifetime achievements of the
distinguished activist and scholar elise boulding 1920 2010 on the
occasion of her 95th birthday this first anthology documents the breadth
of elise boulding s contributions to peace research peacemaking feminism
future studies and sociology of the family known as the matriarch of the
twentieth century peace research movement she made significant



contributions in the fields of peace education future studies feminism
and sociology of the family and as a prominent leader in the peace
movement and the society of friends

Elise Boulding: A Pioneer in Peace Research,
Peacemaking, Feminism, Future Studies and the
Family

2016-11-02

this book examines how gendered agency emerges in peacebuilding contexts
it develops a feminist critique of the international peacebuilding
interventions through a study of transitional justice policies and
practices implemented in bosnia herzegovina and local activists responses
to official discourses surrounding them extending nancy fraser s
tripartite model of justice to peacebuilding contexts the book also
advances notions of recognition redistribution and representation as
crucial components of gender just peace it argues that recognising women
as victims and survivors of conflict achieving a gender equitable
distribution of material and symbolic resources and enabling women to
participate as agents of transitional justice processes are all essential
for transforming the structural inequalities that enable gender violence
and discrimination to materialise before during and after conflict this
study establishes a new avenue of analysis for understanding responses
and resistances to international peacebuilding by offering a sustained
engagement with feminist social and political theory

Gendered Agency in War and Peace

2017-11-03

the concept of hybridity highlights complex processes of interaction and
transformation between different institutional and social forms and
normative systems it has been used in numerous ways to generate important
analytical and methodological insights into peacebuilding and development
its most recent application in the social sciences has also attracted
powerful critiques that have highlighted its limitations and challenged
its continuing usage this book examines whether the value of hybridity as
a concept can continue to be harnessed and how its shortcomings might be
mitigated or overcome it does so in an interdisciplinary way as hybridity
has been used as a benchmark across multiple disciplines and areas of
practical engagement over the past decade including peacebuilding state
building justice reform security development studies anthropology and
economics this book encourages a dialogue about the uses and critiques of
hybridity from a variety of perspectives and vantage points including
deeply ethnographic works high level theory and applied policy work the
authors conclude that there is continued value in the concept of
hybridity but argue that this value can only be realised if the concept
is engaged with in a reflexive and critical way this book was originally



published as a special issue of the online journal third world thematics

Hybridity in Peacebuilding and Development

2020-06-29

featuring a strikingly diverse and impressive team of authors this is the
most comprehensive textbook available for courses on international
organizations and global governance this book covers the history theories
structure activities and policies of both state centred institutions and
non state actors in global politics

International Organization and Global Governance

2013-10-15

based on the swisspeace annual conference 2012 the publication examines
the delicate balance between external interventions and locally led
initiatives it addresses the question of what local means in the
peacebuilding and development context which actors on the ground actually
represent the local level and how external actors choose their partners
from amongst them moreover it examines how local ownership emerging as
key criteria for any external intervention is constituted does this
concept only imply local participation or is local control from the
outset a must finally it assesses the potential of locally led
initiatives and local conflict resolution mechanisms and their
interaction with external interventions several authors provide insights
on these questions and nuance our thinking about both local ownership and
external interventions as such the publication aims to encourage critical
reflections on this topical debate in peacebuilding and development
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